
CLASS SUPPLY LIST  
THE FOREVER SHOPPER  

Instructor:  Mary Stipanovich   850-545-2586        sydais214@gmail.com  
Class Date:  Friday April 9        Advanced Beginner  
 
Pattern:   The Forever Shopper by Spencer Ogg Sewing Patterns  
PDF bag sewing pattern in two sizes  
https://www.spencerogg.com/product/the-forever-shopper-pdf-bag-sewing-patter
n-in-2-sizes/ 
 
Description:   
A shopping bag like the good old days, a bag that will last for years and age beautifully, 
the Forever Shopper is great for both men and women and comes in 2 sizes.  
Make it in canvas, heavy duck canvas, waterproof canvas, oilskin or waxed canvas. 
These fabrics stand on their own, making it easy to sew on a domestic machine. 
Strong stabilized handles, a generous inside pocket and front pocket, and a strong 
durable utility construction of french seams, makes sure this bag will last “forever”.   
Make the straps  with vinyl/leather, fabric or webbing  or even a stolen belt from your 
partner’s closet.   There’s an option to add side D rings for a shoulder strap and a 
magnetic snap.   
Finished Size:  19” x 15” for large and 15” x 12” for small.   
 
Supplies Needed:   
Fabric:   1 yard for large size or ¾ yard for small size   
Choose a heavy canvas.    Waxed canvas can be used.  
The sample bag is made of waterproof canvas.  I found waterproof canvas at: 
https://www.fabricwholesaledirect.com/products/waterproof-outdoor-canvas-fabric?variant=3188
2274252 
Straps: 
A leather or faux strap that is  1” to 1-½” wide.  You need two pieces.   
If you want handheld length, you need 2 pieces that are  18-20” long  
If you want shoulder length, you need 2 pieces that are 26” long.   
If you want to make straps out of canvas, cork or vinyl  you will need 2 pieces 4” wide 
x your length.   
Upcycle:  Use an old strap from a bag or purse or use an old belt.   
Vinyl for inside support for rivets on handles:    Large size:  1 strip 10” x 3”.  Small 
size:  1 strip 8” x 2-¼”.  This can be any color.   
¾” magnetic clasp: optional  
Cotton fabric for inside pocket lining:  Large:  11” x 8”  Small:  9” x 6-¾ ” Any color. 
Note:  I will provide rivets and tools to insert the rivets.  
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Needle:   90/14 topstitch, a jeans 100/16  
Thread:  100% polyester  40 weight  
Zipper:  8” or longer #4.5 or #5 zipper polyester  
Wonder clips  
Turning tool or bamboo stick  
Double side adhesive tape  
A height compensating tool, or hump jumper or  jean-a-ma-jig is useful 
Zipper foot  
Small rulers - a 2-½” x 12-½” or 1-½” x 6” x 1-½” quilting rulers are helpful  
 
Prior to Class:   

1.  Download the pattern and print.  Make sure the print box ‘actual size’ is 
selected.  Do not shrink to fit or fit to page.   Check the 1” control square on the 
printed page.  It should measure 1” x 1” when printed.   The pattern pieces for 
the body of the bag are A1-A6.  Tape these pieces together.  See instructions on 
pattern.   Choose large or small size.   

2. Cut from your canvas fabric the A1-A6 pieces that are taped together.  Note: 
This piece is cut on the fold.   

3. Tape together pattern pieces B1 and B2.  This is the facing.  Choose large or 
small.  Cut from your canvas fabric taped pieces B1 and B2.  You need 2 pieces of 
facing.   

4.  In addition to the above, cut one of the  following from canvas:  
For large size:  9” x 16” - inside pocket    9” x 2” - inside pocket band 
                               11” x 8” profile pocket   
For small size:  9” x 14” - inside pocket    9” x 2” - inside pocket band  

                                               9 x 6-¾” - profile pocket   
5.  Also cut 2 zipper tabs that are 1-½” x 2” (for either large or small size)  

 
Class registration policy:  All classes must be paid for at the time of registration.  If a class is 
cancelled due to a lack of minimum enrollment, the class fee will be refunded.  Any 
cancellation must be made at least 72 hours in advance to receive a refund.  Teachers need time 
to prepare class handouts and supplies.  Please register early as possible to ensure your 
place and to avoid disappointment.  Please have working knowledge of your machine 
as the educator will not have time to instruct on the use of your machine.   
 
Call, text or email me with any questions.   

 
 
 
 


